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Abstract. Web fonts quickly gained popularity among practitioners. Despite
their wide-spread usage and critical role in design, there is a lack of empirical
research regarding how practitioners select web fonts and what problems they
encounter in the process. To fill this knowledge gap, we took a mixed-method
approach to examine the salient factors and common issues in the typeface
selection process. To understand the landscape of the problem, we first analyzed
adoption data for Google Fonts, a representative online fonts directory. Then,
we interviewed practitioners regarding their experience selecting web fonts and
the problems they encountered. Finally, we issued a follow-up survey to validate
the qualitative findings. Our study uncovered how practitioners operationalized
three salient factors—affordability, functionality, and personality—in the type-
face selection process. Participants reported difficulty in finding typefaces that
satisfy the functionality and personality needs. We discuss patterns that led to
this difficulty and offered practical design guidelines that alleviated the identified
issues.
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1 Introduction

Typeface plays a critical role in design. In online environments, web fonts allow
practitioners to deliver the ideal user experience perfectly as designed without bur-
dening users with installing required fonts. Widely welcomed by platform designers,
billions of users read web fonts every day [29]. Because of this popularity, the number
of web typefaces has risen quickly in recent years. Google Fonts alone, one of the most
popular font directories, offers nearly one thousand typefaces in various styles. How-
ever, this surge in web fonts makes typeface selection a more tedious process than it
was a decade ago when there was only a handful to choose from. To make the matter
worse, evaluating potential typeface candidates also takes time. An ideal typeface
complements the graphics and text on a web page to fulfill a preset purpose. To find the
typeface most suitable for their design needs, practitioners must browse through
hundreds of potential candidates and scrutinize the subtle differences among them.
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Despite the popularity and the critical role typefaces play, empirical research regarding
how practitioners select typefaces is scarce in the HCI community.

To fill this knowledge gap, we designed a mixed-method approach to study
practitioners’ experience in selecting web typefaces. Specifically, we identified salient
factors and the obstacles practitioners frequently encounter in the selection process.
Also, we sought to uncover patterns in the typeface adoption process, such as herding
behaviors. In this work, Google Fonts serves as a reference point that helps us to
understand the problem space. We interviewed practitioners regarding their general
online design and typeface selection process. Participants use Google Fonts as a
concrete example to describe the shortcomings of existing tools and desired functions.
We followed up with a survey to validate the generalizability of the qualitative
findings.

Our results show that three factors played vital roles in participants’ typeface
selection process: affordability, functionality, and personality. As typeface selection is a
critical step in the broader design process, which includes many parts that influence
each other dynamically, the requirement for each factor in typeface selection constantly
changes based on business and design needs. Participants found it challenging to meet
these ever-changing requirements and found the support from existing typeface
selection tools insufficient. The survey results confirmed the qualitative findings.
Participants also reported the functionality and personality requirements were signifi-
cantly harder to satisfy than affordability.

In summary, our work makes three main contributions: (a) we reported how
practitioners operationalized three salient factors in typeface selection process and
validate the generalizability of the findings via a large-scale survey study; (b) we
uncovered common difficulties practitioners face in the process; and (c) we offered
practical design guidelines that addressed the identified problems.

2 Related Work

Prior work has identified the importance of typeface functionality and personality and
proposed various ways to measure them. The functionality of a typeface usually
depends on the display medium. Typefaces that read well on paper may be illegible on
digital screens [1]. Recent technology advancement allowed users to read in new
mediums, such as e-ink and augmented/virtual reality displays, but also raised new
legibility challenges for typefaces [8, 27]. Even on the same medium, the legibility of a
typeface may vary depending on screen resolution [4, 27], text layout [9, 24], text
direction [16], font size and type [3, 16]. Moreover, practitioners also need to consider
accessibility requirements from users with specific conditions, such as dyslexia [22, 23]
and low vision [25]. While researchers have devised a set of standard test to evaluate a
specific font within a given display environment [28], it is still time-consuming for
practitioners to run these tests for all potential typeface candidates.

Typefaces have personalities reflected in their emotional connotations. Reading the
same text rendered in different typefaces triggers different emotional reactions and
influences the reading experience [5, 13, 18, 19]. Prior work shows users tend to reach a
consensus about associations between specific typefaces and personality traits [15, 17].
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At a high level, the design family of a typeface, e.g. serif, san serif, etc., also associates
with the perceived personality of the typeface [26]. Accurately assigning emotional
connotations for a large set of typefaces is more labor-intensive. O’Donovan et al. built a
crowdsourcing system to facilitate this process [20]. However, there is still no widely
accepted taxonomy for emotional connotations of typefaces in real-world settings.
Furthermore, participants in our study expressed the need to connect the typeface per-
sonality with business needs; popular online platforms provide no support for this
function. Prior research has also explored innovative ways to display fonts that convey
emotional connotations, such as using animation in kinetic fonts [14]. While the par-
ticipants in our study did not request this specific feature, many expressed the desire to
modify existing fonts to meet their personality needs.

Researchers have explored how practitioners make design decisions in real-world
settings. Prior research found that design firms invest a significant amount of resources
in well-studied methods to facilitate decision-making, such as building user personas to
inform design decisions [12]. However, real-world practices are occasionally discon-
nected from design theories. Prior work found that novice designers were frequently
well versed on user-centric design theories, but in practice, they seldom relied on
related theories to make design decisions [10] or had misconception regarding how
users perceive specific fonts [2]. Instead, they often made decisions without referencing
related user research data [11]. This disconnection may be caused by the fast-paced and
limited-resource nature of the tech industry. In our study, we proposed platform design
guidelines that could narrow this gap and make it easier for practitioners to follow
related design theories while selecting fonts.

3 Study Background

To understand the landscape of the problem, we started our study by analyzing the
adoption trends of Google Fonts. The analyses were conducted over the HTTP Archive
datasets [30]. The archive collects traffic rank and external request data twice a month
for the 500k most popular sites ranked by Amazon Alexa [31]. Sites with frequent
requests sent to fonts.googleapis.com or fonts.gstatic.com were considered as adopters.
Data for several dates were missing from the original HTTP Archive dataset and thus
excluded from the analysis.
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Fig. 1. a. (left) Google Fonts adoption rate (vertical axes) across Alexa rank ranges (horizontal
axis); b. (right) Historical adoption rate trend.
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Our results showed that web fonts were adopted pervasively across sites in different
rank ranges. Figure 1a shows the percent of sites that adopted Google Fonts across
Alexa ranks as of August 2017. It appeared that there was no strong association
between the site rank and the likelihood of adoption. Approximately half of the sites
adopted Google Fonts across rank ranges. Figure 1b shows the historical trend of the
adoption rate, which grew steadily and reached 47.5% as of July 2017. As Google
Fonts provided half of the fonts on the Internet, the problems we uncovered were
representative and pervasive across tiers of web services.

4 Qualitative Interview

In this section, we report salient factors and noticeable patterns in typeface selection.

4.1 Methodology

We conducted interviews with 10 practitioners who had direct experience in selecting
fonts for a public facing mobile app and/or website. We recruited a diverse set of
participants to gain a comprehensive understanding of the typeface selection process.
The 10 participants (4 females, 6 males) had different roles (4 designers, 3 design
managers, 3 engineers with design experience), different experience levels (two years
to three decades of experience), and worked in companies of different sizes (three
worked for early-stage startups or in freelancing, four worked for companies with fewer
than 100 employees, three worked for companies with more than 100 employees).
Qualified participants were contacted via email and compensated $125 for the inter-
view. Two authors conducted the interviews in English at a user research lab in San
Francisco. A pilot study with two non-participant designers helped us to devise the
interview script. During the sessions, participants answered questions regarding their
experience with typeface selections and the issues they had encountered. We tran-
scribed and analyzed the interviews in a grounded theory approach [6].

4.2 Results

We found a typeface was evaluated using three salient factors: affordability, func-
tionality, and personality. As prior work has explored typeface functionality and per-
sonality, below we report only the novel findings that complement prior work.

Salient Factor #1 Affordability. While prior work rarely discusses the cost of a
typeface in the context of online design, participants repeatedly emphasized the limi-
tation of funds and how it influences their typeface selection. Premium typefaces would
be excluded from consideration because of monetary cost. As one participant in a
management role said: “If we have a marketing budget that is unlimited, and my
designer came to me and made a compelling case about a font selection. And that’s
something we have to pay for. Probably I’ll give him what he wanted. But the mission
for this company is to run as lean as possible, so we would never have this discussion.”
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A typeface may also be unaffordable even it is free. Participants found some
typefaces costly because of the amount of engineering required. One participant stated
while the designers in her company disliked the in-use typeface, they lacked the
engineering resources to update the outdated infrastructure to support modern web
fonts. A company might also be reluctant to change fonts because it is too expensive to
replace the existing ones. One participant said the official typeface for their company
had been used for many years and changing it would require them to discard existing
printed marketing materials, which they could not afford.

Salient Factor #2 Functionality. Participants emphasized that a functional typeface
should be legible across different platforms. In addition, we also found participants
strongly desired typefaces that were efficient in development cycles. A functional
typeface should be rendered in the same way by design software (e.g., Photoshop or
Sketch) as by the Internet browsers on the user end. Inconsistency between software
environments often increased friction across functions. One engineer participant said:
“When [designers] pick bad ones [typefaces], they may look yucky in browser. I spent
too much time explaining to designers the difference between [what you see in]
Photoshop and what you see on screen and websites.”

While participants recognized the importance of typeface functionality, they often
found it very time-consuming to evaluate the legibility of typeface candidates. The
problem was more acute for small to medium size companies because of resource
scarcity. The design team often did not have time to conduct rigorous evaluations. As a
result, participants chose to blindly trust online typeface directories hoping the offered
typefaces had already passed strict legibility tests.

Salient Factor #3 Personality. While understanding typefaces had different emotional
connotations, participants often struggle to find the typeface that most suitable for the
business needs and yet consistent with the product/brand image. One participant from a
financial services company emphasized the importance of a “professional” typeface;
another participant from a social community company preferred more “active” type-
faces. Practitioners needed to adopt a design style associated with the public perception
of their industry sector. On the other hand, practitioners also needed to differentiate
themselves from their competitors. One participant said he intentionally avoided using
the most popular typefaces to deliver a unique impression.

Even when participants knew exactly what impression they wanted to deliver, they
still had a difficult time finding the ideal typeface. One participant said: “When I’m
looking for a particular font, you know what feeling you want the font to have. But I
just spent so much time browsing and browsing, and still couldn’t find the one.” Online
directories provide common typeface categories (serif, sans serif, etc.) and filters (by
thickness, width, etc.) to facilitate the search. However, as design trends and business
needs shift constantly, it was still challenging to find the ideal typeface.

Weak Herding Behavior. One consideration at the outset of this research was to
determine whether popular typeface choices would influence practitioners’ typeface
selection and to what degree platform designers should emphasize popular choices. Our
results showed weak herding behavior in the selection process. Participants reported
visiting various sources, such as blogs, newsletters, and magazines, to collect design
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examples. Later, they would incorporate elements gleaned from these sources into their
design rather than directly mimicking the sources. Even design recommendations from
trustworthy sources needed to be critically evaluated. One participant said: “If a really
good designer friend of mine shows me a design that makes no sense, I’ll be like I know
that person is a good designer, maybe there is something I don’t know… depending on
the experience of the designer, I may put more thought in it.”

We found that participants would not blindly follow their peers or other design
sources. They might take recommendations from trusted sources into consideration, but
they still wanted to spend significant effort in searching for suitable typefaces.

Inability to Adjust Typefaces. After participants expressed frustration in finding the
ideal typeface, they indicated their desires to “slightly tweak” the typefaces. Some-
times, participants could find a typeface that partially fulfilled their needs but was “just
a little bit off.” Existing tools for crafting typefaces were mainly designed for expe-
rienced typographers. Participants worried that their adjustments might lead to typeface
quality issues, such as lowering the aesthetic value and legibility of the typeface.
Practitioners with less experience in typefaces might benefit from a tool that supports a
moderate amount of adjustment to typefaces without causing significant quality issues.

5 Survey Study

After the qualitative study, we ran a survey to gauge the generalizability of our
findings.

5.1 Methodology

The survey included three parts. The first part focused on the salient factors in the
typeface selection process. For each of the three salient factors, we devised two options
covering different aspects of the factor based on the qualitative findings. The second
part of the survey focused on herding behaviors. Two questions asked participants
about their reactions to typefaces used by design leaders and popular online typefaces.
The last part of the survey asked participants about their desire to modify typefaces and
the extent to which they would like to do so.

We followed a strict process to recruit participants in Arts and Design professions
from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Qualified participants must work as a design profes-
sional and have experiences selecting typefaces. We designed the survey in a way that
participants had no incentive to misreport their background – all participants received
payments regardless of responses; none was aware of the screening either. 37% of the
collected responses (144/389) passed the screening and were used in the analysis.
Among these, 41.6% had fewer than three years of design experience, 20.8% had more
than three and fewer than five years, and 37.5% had more than five years of experience.
63.2% of the participants have made a typeface selection for at least once and the rest
36.8% have participated in such a process. All participants resided in the U.S.
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5.2 Results

More than half the participants viewed personality as an important factor in the
typeface selection process, and approximately half the participants viewed functionality
as important (Table 1). Fewer participants selected affordability as an important salient
factor; this might be caused by the bias in the participant pool towards design pro-
fessionals. Although in a real-world setting, practitioners might only be able to use
typefaces that fit the budget, they viewed the other two factors as being more important
in the selection process. On a 5-point scale, participants reported spending significantly
more effort searching for typefaces that met the functionality and personality require-
ments than they did for affordability.

Consistent with the qualitative findings, few participants said they prefer to use
typefaces used by design leaders (6.9%) or popular typefaces (9.0%). Significantly
more participants said they tried to learn why a typeface was used by design leaders
(36.1%) or why it was popular online (38.2%) and then selected typefaces using the
same principles. A similar number of participants did not value typefaces used by
design leaders (39.6%) or popular ones (34.0%) more than other typefaces. The rest of
the participants had negative opinions about typefaces used by design leaders (17.2%)
and popular ones (18.7%). Most participants would consider the typefaces recom-
mended by design leaders and popular opinion, instead of blindly making the same
selection. Overall, participants showed a weak herding behavior in the typeface
selection process.

Most participants were interested in tools that allow them to create new typefaces
(25.7%) and make changes to existing typefaces (68.7%). 28.5% expressed interests in
making major changes, such as creating new characters; 30.6%, medium changes, such
as revising part of a character and adjusting height/width; and 9.7%, minor changes,
such as adjusting kerning and font weights. Only 5.6% of the participants said they had
no interest. These results were consistent with our earlier qualitative findings.

Table 1. Ratio of participants who valued different salient factors. For the mean effort invested
in the search, values (max = 5) with different superscripts are significantly different. Participants
spent significantly more effort searching for functional and personal typefaces than for affordable
ones.

Factor Statement Perc. Effort (std.)

affordability Engineering wise, it is very easy to implement the new
typeface

20.1% 2.69a (0.96)

The typeface has a low price or comes free 29.2% 2.79a (0.89)
functionality The typeface is rendered the same across platforms and

software
41.7% 3.33b (1.07)

The typeface reads well in different sizes and weights 48.6% 3.24b (0.82)
personality The typeface conveys a feeling that fits well with my

design style
62.5% 3.41b (0.99)

The typeface has a consistent feel with the product/brand
image

64.6% 3.42b (0.97)
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6 Discussion and Recommendations

Our results showed practitioners often struggle to find typefaces that met the func-
tionality and personality needs. Instead of imposing the burden on practitioners, online
typeface directories could offer more legibility information to facilitate the search, such
as recommended font sizes based on standard tests [28] or typefaces accessible to
people with disabilities (e.g. dyslexia [21], low vision [25], etc.). In terms of costs, it is
relatively inexpensive for platform designers to evaluate typefaces, especially when
compared to the cost of creating new ones. Web font providers could also share font
usage data to empower practitioners to make more informed decisions, such as the up-
to-date distribution of screen sizes or display mediums.

Regarding typeface personality, platform designers should consider offering more
up-to-date recommendations. Existing platforms, including Google Fonts, Font
Squirrel, offer curated typeface collections based on style and personality [32]. Prior
work has also explored using online crowds to label typeface personality [20]. Plat-
forms offer the same static collections for years and rarely update them. However, our
results showed practitioners often selected typefaces in response to the ever-changing
design trends within the industry sector. Platform designers could provide more present
font usage data in different industry sectors to empower practitioners. Alternatively,
practitioners may benefit from context-aware typeface recommendations. Prior work
has explored algorithms that recommend typefaces for image pairing [7]. As practi-
tioners usually make service-wide typeface selections beyond the scope of one single
image, future research could explore the possibility of recommending typeface pairings
based on the content, image, together with other design elements.

Participants expressed strong interests in adjusting and creating typefaces when
they couldn’t find an ideal one. Platform designers may consider offering such features
as a last resort for practitioners after an unfruitful search. On the other hand, while the
interest was strong, participants worried misadjustment might reduce the typeface’s
legibility or aesthetic appeal. In recent years, some tools have started to support
parametric typeface creation [33, 34]. However, such tools do not yet offer quality-
checks for the typefaces created. Platform designers could offer ways to quickly assess
the functionality and personality of a new typeface in an affordable way, such as using
online crowds. Participants also expressed their desire to change an existing typeface.
Future work could explore parametric ways to modify typefaces in addition to creating
new ones.

7 Conclusion

Our research makes three contributions: (a) we provided empirical evidence regarding
how practitioner operationalize salient factors in their typeface selection and validated
the generalizability of our findings via a survey; (b) our mixed-method study uncovered
the difficulties practitioners frequently encountered in this process; and (c) we offered
practical design guidelines that alleviated the identified issues for platform designers.
We envision a future where our findings help platform designers to improve the user
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experience of typeface browsing, to help practitioners make more informed typeface
selections, and ultimately, to build a more functional and more personal Internet.
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